
Plunder of Thoughts

Communic

All these thoughts flow into drmrning
Heard them all so clear last night in my head
Promises and belief in the end of the line

    
An overwhelming feeling of something mighty
A long travel into a pale unknown
The great beyond lies ahead
Noone to hail myself out of here!
...myself out of here!

    
The coin is shiny and tempting
The heart is cold but it burns
The poison is deadly but sweet
The payment is deducted and gone

    

Come science unveil the truth
Come God, disclose the deal
Scrape all evil and disease from this land
Or is it all fake, faith lies?

    
Searching for the light
Searching for the truth
Answers we hope to find
A choice in a reflected mind

    
Leaving memories behind
Loss of a friend in time
Carry on with hope

Taking each day as it comes

    
Searching for the light
Searching for the truth
Answers we hope to find
A choice in a reflected mind

    
Leaving memories behind
Loss of a friend in time
Carry on with hope
Live to be gray, old and bold

    
All these files stored in my closet
Wasted and lone not easy to drain
Promises and belief
As it sucks you deeper than deep

    
Conscious in the hidden secrets of morals
Loosing foundation and the ground
Connecting the vitals



The great beoynd lies ahead
looking into a barrel of a gun

    
The coin is shiny and tempting
The heart is cold but it burns
The poison is deadly but sweet
The payment is deducted and gone

    
Come science unveil the truth
Come God, disclose the deal
Scrape all evil and disease from this land
Or is it all fake, faith lies?

    
Plunder of thoughts in the endless ocean
On a faraway drift upon bottomless deep
With one foot down feeling the fire in Hell
The other leaving prints in the sands of Heaven

    
Plunder of thoughts in the endless ocean
On a faraway drift upon bottomless deep
With one foot down feeling the fire in Hell
The other leaving prints in the sands of Heaven
Plunder of thoughts - in the endless ocean
On a faraway drift - upon bottomless deep

    
The coin is shiny and tempting
The heart is cold but it burns
The poison is deadly but sweet
The payment is deducted and gone

    
Come science unveil the truth
Come God, disclose the deal
Scrape all evil and disease from this land
Or is it all fake, faith lies?
Fake faith lies?
LIES?
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